
Which Show Should Go On?: Predictive Analysis and Not-for-
Profit Arts Organizations in New York City 



Overview:

❑ Question(s) to be Investigated

❑ Underlying Economic Theory 

❑ Introduction to the Data and Tools Utilized  

❑ Data Preparation

❑ The Analysis 

❑ Why is this Analysis relevant?

❑ Where to go from here?



Questions to be Investigated:

❖ Should Not-For-Profit Arts Organizations be 
subsidized in the first place? 

 
❖ If so, which ones should be subsidized? Why?

❖ Under what circumstances should a new or 
existing organization receive public subsidy? 



Underlying Economic Theory

❑ A change in economics occurred in the early 2000’s

❑ Essentially, a man name Richard Florida proposed an 
alteration to Human Capital Theory: What if People 
are the “motor force behind regional [and economic] 
growth” rather than abundant amenities of 
geography. 

❑ This theory was called the Creative Capital Theory. 



“Cities and The Creative Class”

❖ High populations of these individuals:
○ Artists, entertainers, poets, novelists, nonfiction writers, 

editors, cultural figures, architects, actors, and designers.

❖ Along with certain atmospheric characteristics (such 
as the 3T’s: Technology, Tolerance, and Talent) 

❖ Have been statistically correlated with regional 
employment growth, high-technological growth, and 
population growth.



The Cultural Data Project:

❑ The Cultural Data Project (CDP) is a non-for-profit 
organization which enables arts and cultural organizations to 
enter financial, programmatic and operational data into a 
standardized online form 

❑ The type of data collected ranges includes basic 
organizational information, revenue, expense, marketing 
activity, balance sheet items, investments, loans and a wide 
range of non-financial information. 

❑ The database contains over 800 variables, and over 1000 art 
organizations within the five boroughs for the year of 2008.



The Data:



R, SAS, and Tableau:

❖ R - Statistical Analysis Software, utilized C.5 
algorithm in C50 package

 
❖ SAS - Statistical Analysis Software, cleaned, 

organized, and edited the data 

❖ Tableau - Data Visualization + Analysis 
Software, aided in formatting and determining 
which art orgs. should be considered 
failures/successes. 



C5.0 Algorithm 

❖ Originated from its predecessors: The ID3 and C4.5 
algorithm

❖ These two algorithms utilize entropy and information 
gain to determine the importance of predictors

 
❖ This is the newest update for this type of 

classification, and in practice has shown to use less 
memory, perform at a faster rate, and enhance 
accuracy



Data Preparation 

❖ Imported the data

❖ Merged multiple sections

❖ Sorted the data

❖ Excised null values and 
replaced them with zeros

❖ Excised values considered 
to be outliers

❖ Exported the data in CSV 
format

❖ Then imported the data into 
R and Tableau for further 
analysis 

Cleaning + Organizing the Data Exporting the data



Data Preparation (Visualization) 



The Analysis

The data was split into two sections for classification 
analysis and divided up by borough: 

◻ Community Outreach 
◻ Total Attendance, Total Unique Website 

Views

◻ Economic Outreach
◻ Amount of Jobs Supplied



The Analysis (Continued)

◻ I then utilized the median values of each category as the initial 
benchmark, and generated a SubsidizeMore/SubsidizeLess column 
based off of the Farebox Recovery Ratio 



The Analysis (Continued)

◻ The dataset was imported into R and I utilized the C.5 
classification algorithm to generate a classification tree, and 
investigated the precision of the created model.



Examining The Tree:



Summary Data about the Tree:



Evaluating the Rules:



Summary of the Results:



Summary of the Optimized Results:



The Overall Analysis:

❖ Essentially, the model (whether boosted or not) 
predicted approximately 42% of the data values 
accurately

❖ The percentage could be enhanced by either 
altering the way the algorithm traverses 
throughout the tree, or by utilizing different 
algorithms. Also GraphViz can be incorporated to 
show what the entire tree looks like.



 
❑ In the future, the author would like to utilize multiple machine learning 

algorithms, and conduct the same procedure, and then compare which 
one possesses the best trade off between accuracy and efficiency. 

❑ Additionally, the author would like to introduce a clustering aspect into 
the model to hopefully offer other potential predictors. The author 
hopes that there will be more research conducted on the value of 
predictive analytics within the arts industry. More research on such a 
topic could create additional financial opportunities for arts 
organizations, and even create unforeseen economic and social benefits 
for those within the arts, and also for the surrounding community. 

Where to go from Here:
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